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1. **Proposed IDX Taxonomy 2020, 31 December 2019**
   Proposed IDX Taxonomy 2020 is the updated version that has been improved with Notes to Financial Statement. After public review, IDX Taxonomy 2020 will be updated and finalized.


3. **New Version of IDX Taxonomy, 8 April 2016 Quasi Deletion Version**

4. **New Version of IDX Taxonomy, 17 September 2015**

5. **Proposed IDX Taxonomy 2014, 31 December 2013**
   The Proposed IDX Taxonomy 2014 is the first Indonesia Stock Exchange XBRL taxonomy. There have been no changes made in the taxonomy after its completion. After public reviews, however, IDX Taxonomy 2014 will be updated and finalized, and the current IDX taxonomy will be updated.